THE DROP STITCH PRESENTS

BEANIE
B E S T H AT E V E R D I Y

Let’s do this!

Supplies
•

2 skeins bulky weight yarn- I like Lion Brand Wool-Ease Chunky

•

1 size H (5mm) crochet hook

Things to Know
Chain (CH): Hold crochet hook in right hand and make a slip knot on hook. Draw hooked yarn
through slip knot and onto hook. This makes one chain stitch. Repeat steps until you have the
desired number of stitches.
Single crochet in back loop (SC):
Insert hook into the back loop of your stitch. Draw yarn through the and up onto the hook.
There are now 2 loops on hook. Bring yarn over hook from back to front, and draw it through
both loops on hook. One loop remains on the hook, and you have just made one single crochet
stitch.
/// C r o c h e t B e a n i e D I Y

How-To
I’ve provided a pattern for three different brim variations. If your’e looking for the most basic “dude hat,” go mid brim.
The tall brim is quite dramatic.

Tall Brim

Mid Brim

No Brim

Row 1
Chain 41 (46, 36)- these are the measurements for Mid Brim (Tall Brim, No Brim.) Throughout your project, your full rows
should be about 13″ (15″, 10″) long.

Row 2
SC (single crochet) in the back loop of each chain for the next 35 (40, 30) chains until only 5 chains remain. Chain 1, turn.

Row 3
SC in the back loop of each SC to the end of row. Chain 1, turn.

Row 4
SC in the back loop of each SC to the end of the row, including the 5 chains you skipped in row 2. Chain 1, turn.

Row 5
SC in the back loop of each SC until the end of the row. Chain 1, turn.

Repeat Rows 2-5
Repeat rows 2-5 until desired length. For an adult hat 16-18″
should do it. Your final row should be a “Row 3,” so that your
final stitch is at the bottom of the hat.

Create Your Seam
We’re going to create a seam by joining your first and last
rows together. Fold your newly crocheted panel in half, lining
up the stitches from both rows. Using your crochet hook,
pick up the first stitch from both panels, YO (yarn over) and
pull through the 2 loops on your hook. 1 loop should now be
on your hook. Repeat this process all the way up the seam.
Tie off at the top, leaving at least a 10” tail of yarn

Weave Your Top Edge
Once your seam is complete, you need to seal up the top end
of your hat. Take your tail yarn and weave around the top
edge, threading the yarn in and out of each row.

Cinch Your Top Edge
Pull your tail yarn tight to draw the top seam closed. Knot,
snip a 3” yarn tail, and weave in ends.

Step 7 - Victory!

Mwwwwah!
Share your pics @thedropstitch on instagram
facebook.com/thedropstitch
pinterest.com/thedropstitch
thedropstitch.com

